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tering expeditions, Charles François Antoine Lallemand’s 1818 founding
of the Bonapartist Champ d’Asile colony on the Trinity River and James
Long’s 1819 attempt to wrest Texas from Spain, the geopolitical situation
had changed considerably. The Transcontinental Treaty between Spain
and the United States, which gave Florida to the United States and established a western boundary between the American Louisiana Purchase and
Spanish territory, brought stability and signaled the end of privateering
from American territory.
Privateering declined just as the Age of Revolution ended. Those
involved had to relocate, and most simply stopped. Without revolutionary governmental sanction, it was but piracy. David Head’s account of
privateering highlights how it tied into the larger movement of Manifest
Destiny and to Spanish-American diplomatic relations during the early
republic. His engaging and readable description illustrates the exciting
nature of the privateers’ world and how suddenly their world disappeared.
Texas Christian University

Gene Allen Smith

Sanctioning Matrimony: Western Expansion and Interethnic Marriage in the Arizona Borderlands. By Sal Acosta. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
2016. Pp. 256. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.)
As the United States expanded westward following the annexation of
Texas (1845) and the conclusion of its war with Mexico (1848), government officials and elites employed the concept of Manifest Destiny to justify the nation’s expropriation of land, to affirm that the Anglo-Saxon race
had the right to redeem the backward peoples of the West, and to proclaim that American men would favor unions with Anglo women. Despite
such assertions, Sal Acosta’s fascinating case studies from Tucson reveals
the inconsistencies between these claims and local practices regarding
interracial and interethnic marriages between Mexican women and primarily Caucasian men in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Although the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo guaranteed Mexicans, “the
same citizenship enjoyed by Euro-Americans and the equal protection
of their rights” (23), thus bestowing upon them legal whiteness, Acosta
argues that discriminatory convictions relegated them to a “racial underclass” (5). Nonetheless, in chapter three, Acosta maintains that interethnic marriages persisted since “geographic proximity frequently involved
class parallelism and promoted familiarity and marriage” (90). Thus, men
and women married according to their class—not race. Acosta employs
quantitative evidence using census and county records to assert that intermarriage consistently increased in number and accounted for a significant percentage of all marriages in Pima County until 1930. Acosta contends that scholars have hitherto misinterpreted the demographic data
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of the Southwest by failing to account for the fact that, “white men began
migrating as members of families . . . but no longer primarily [as] bachelors” (93). After Acosta separates white immigrants into the categories of
married (thereby precluded from any type of legal union) and marriageable, he finds that intermarriage rates rose from 39 percent to 51 percent
in 1880 and 23 percent to 34 percent in 1900, consequently revealing the
perseverance of interethnic coupling.
While Acosta emphasizes gender inequalities among working-class
interethnic marriages and argues that the men in these unions, “sought
to exert power over women they viewed and treated as their inferiors”
(156), his focus on the correlation between socioeconomic status and
geographic proximity leads him to conclude that “no evidence suggests
that these men viewed the race or culture of their wives as inferior”
(158), thereby leaving it to others to extricate race from class in studies of
Tucson.
In chapter five, Acosta intriguingly reveals the agency of working-class
Mexican women in Arizona. He shows that despite the legal and social
disadvantages they faced in the region such as an English-language legal
system, Mexican women, due to their local networks and kinship ties, successfully called on friends and relatives to testify on their behalf and, failing that, harnessed the porosity of the political border between the U.S.
and Mexico to relocate permanently when circumstances in the United
States conspired against them. Hence, Acosta’s captivating read highlights
the social mobility of the working class in Arizona and provides ample
thought for scholars researching gender and ethnicity in the Southwest.
Duke University

Anderson Hagler

Tejano West Texas. By Arnoldo De León. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2015. Pp. 192. Maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index.)
With Tejano West Texas, Arnoldo De León—known among scholars as
the unofficial “dean” of Tejano history—points his readers toward the
woefully understudied histories of Mexicans and Mexican Americans in
Texas west of the one-hundredth meridian. These eleven chapters represent a host of essays that De León published over the course of his career
as a historian at Angelo State University. As a collection, De León’s writings on these oft-overlooked people stand to prompt younger historians
to investigate the histories of West Texas Tejanos, much as his earlier
works inspired a torrent of studies on Mexicans and Mexican Americans
in South Texas and other parts of the state.
De León begins with the early settlement of the region by Spanish and
Mexican pobladores, eventually chronicling their interactions with Anglo
American settlers in the late-nineteenth century and the resulting con-

